CHAPTER TEN

(U) THE FBI's INVESTIGATION

OF WEN HO LEE AND SYLVIA LEE:

APRIL1997TOJUNE1997
Question Presented:
Question One: (U)During this period of time, was the investigationpursued
competently and aggressively?
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Introduction
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While it is notclearwhySA{BLANK}oughtit was a goodidea to have such a

meeting,itisclearwhy{BLANK}wantedthemeeting. Hehadcometothe

conclusionthatbetween May 1996 andApril1997,the FBI had done nothing on the case.

“Iwas justtrying togetthem todoanything.”
“tempo”
oftheinvestigation
wouldbea”start.”
(Id.){BLANK}
boss,
Notra
Trulock,
wassimilarlyfrustrated. Hisinformationwasthat SA{BLANK}
anything"
Increasingthe

“hadn’tdone
and he "wasn't happy.” His vim was that the FBI hadn't done “squat,” and that ithad
been “pretty dilatory.” (Trulock 10/12/99) He told the AGRT hesent
out to Albuquerque to find out, "Whatin the hell's going on?"

{BLANK}and

{BLANK}

receivedthat telephone call from
(U) SeveraldaysbeforeSA
he obtained some startling information from

{BLANK}

{BLANK} from{BLANK}whohadgottenit
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which

Lee was about to begin work on a new
project
would directly involve advanced work on the W-88.
an EC
to SSA{BLANK}which read in part as follows:
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SSA{BLANK}instructed SA{BLANK}to interview{BLANK} He did so on April 10,

(FBI 799)
1997 and found out that Lee

day.

LEEhadaneedtoknow

duringthistimeperiod. LEEwasanexpertregardingthiscode.

I 803) With that bleak prospect asbackground, themeeting
set for April 15, 1997.

{BLANK}was
DEO

b6

b7c
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with{BLANK}and

DOE

FBI
b6

b7c
request to

sponsor a four month internship by a PRC national

student at

I 850) According to S

then a graduate
thefirstthing

{BLANK}9/12/99) It was the visitor request formfor{BLANK} "Isn'tthis enough for
FISA?” (Id.)

The visitor request form specified

what{BLANK}would be working on -

“unclassified2DLagrangianCodetohelpourcurrentresearchworkoncode
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{BLANK}was saying. He toldtheAGRT

laboratorywould not compromise classified information.

[679]
(
U)
TheApril 15,1997 decisionto keep Lee inhis normal duties, and not
restrict his access, represents another key decision point when the FBI and DOE failed
properly to address matters related to Lee’s continuing access to classifiednuclear
weapons information. SeeChapter 18. It should be noted, however, that
on April 23,1997, which stated in part that the FBI
a ruse to preclude Lee's team from starting work on the new project until FISA coverage

wanted{BLANK}touse

e-mailto{BLANK}
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b6,b7c week later when{BLANK}went over to FBI-HQ to meet with UC

UC

{BLANK}wrote in a memorandum to{BLANK}and Notra Trulock:

SSA{BLANK}

The FBI agreed immediately to be in preparation of a FISA application.
(FBI 847)
{BLANK}and

b1
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“totallyunrelated"project was selected instead.[681] (AQI 5571)

work.

The{BLANK}did not, by itself, prove an intent to commit espionage.

FBI
b6,b7c

It was, however, a bonafidepart of that calculationand it did warrant and it did rcceive
immediate attention. As SSA{BLANK}said in a note to SSA{BLANK}accompanying his first
FISA draft: “[W]e must move very fast.” (AQI 5388)

As of June 1997, when the FBI submitted the LHM in Support of a
FISA application to OIPR, the FBIwas unable to establish any such connection. (AQI
1225,1264,4547,4548,4546,1283)
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DOE
{BLANK}metwith UC{BLANK}and SSASSA{BLANK}and they b6,b7c
to beginpreparation for a FISA application. Three days later, SSA

(U)On April 22, 1997,

{BLANK}gaveSA{BLANK}alist
agreed immediately

a list of additional information he needed (AQ 5568) and, on
sent to SSA{BLANK}a first "rough draft" of justification for a

April 29, 1997, SSA
FISA. (AQI 5387-5408)

scheduled to be at LANL from May 1,1997 to September I, I997
and it was already the end of April. (FBI
850)

fast.{BLANK}was

(U) Unfortunately, and to the detriment of the FISA application, the FBI did not
use this time effectively.

First, the FBI should have gone back to the two most critical areas of

page478

b6 Lee's office and home computers.[684] This is not to say that the FBI should nothave been
seeking such FISA coverage. It absolutely should have been seeking such coverage.
b7c Indeed
fi it sought nothing else, it should have been seeking to obtain access to WenHo

Lee's computer activities. It is to say that SSA{BLANK}in his single-minded pursuit of
communicationsbetween Wen Ho Lee and his PRC student{BLANK} ultimately cast b1
note dated June 5,1997: "He
aside a request for computer monitoring. See S

b1
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FBI {BLANK}ultimate decision, it is too bad it was not his initial one. A substantial amount
b6,b7c
of effort went to waste, effort that undoubtedly could have been spent on bolstering the

FBI's submission to OIPR.
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OnJune 5, 1997,

{BLANK}

sent its completed LHM in support ofa FISA
applicationto NSLU for its review. The prior two months had been NSD's and FBIAQ's window of opportunity to craft a FISA application with sufficient meat on the bone
that it would, if not sail through OIPR,at least make it through alive. That this did not
happen, in the final analysis, was the fault and the responsibility of OIPR. But the seeds
of that failure were planted right here.

“unlimited” access to computers, had access to the “cruxof the research,” and was "quite
sophisticated on [LANL’s]main frame computer," seeAQI 1324, and 1279, SSA
significance of gaining access to Lee’s computers. Not in
imply never got the
when he advised
a FISA order was required to surveil Lee's
computer, and then promptly dropped the matter. (FBI 720) And not in 1997,when he
failed to seek a FISA order for that precise purpose.

1996,

SA{BLANK}that
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